Call for Reviewers

SAE International is currently accepting new peer reviewers, and we heavily rely on the time, effort, and expertise of our reviewers. We value the participation of reviewers to provide constructive comments, suggestions, and feedback on manuscripts submitted for consideration for our journals and non-event technical papers, as well as inclusion in a wide range of SAE events.

Reviewers enjoy the benefits of keeping apprised of the latest mobility engineering research, ensuring the quality of published papers, gaining recognition for their expertise, and contributing actively to their field.

For more detailed information about the expectations and responsibilities of our reviewers, please visit our Reviewer Resources page.

Duties

1. Read the manuscript thoroughly.
2. Make specific comments and critiques about the research. Reviews without comments are unacceptable.
3. Make suggestions for improvement.
4. Submit the review with a rating in the areas requested in the system and a recommendation for rejection, revision, or acceptance.

Requirements

Becoming a reviewer requires proficient knowledge in a relevant subject area and the ability to provide useful feedback to the author and editors or session organizers. SAE generally requires applicants to have previous experience as a peer reviewer; however, applicants with no or minimal experience can complete the Web of Science training course or another appropriate training course and provide the certificate of completion to SAE. The most important requirement for serving as a reviewer is that you can devote enough time to give a professional, thorough, and objective review within a designated time frame, usually 14-21 days.

Interested?

If you are interested in being a peer reviewer for SAE, please contact managingeditor@sae.org and include your CV/resume that includes recent publications. Please indicate your relevant peer-review experience in your communication as well.